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Short presentation 
This PhD thesis aims at studying the control of a tilt-wing mini-UAV in turbulent              

environments. This type of configuration has many benefits with the capability to takeoff             

and land vertically while keeping good flight performances and the main body of the plane               

stays horizontal. However, it may be highly sensitive to wind gust and turbulences,             

especially in urban, mountain or maritime areas. The main objective is to contribute to the               

safety and flight performances of this type of flying platform. 

The UAV Program at Enac is currently developing a 5-hole probe to be used as a local wind                  

and turbulence sensor. The work will concentrate on the integration of these aerological             

data into the control laws to achieve a faster and better dynamic response to gusts. The                

laboratory already has a good experience in hybrid UAV [1], nonlinear control [3][4] and              

aerodynamic charactérization [2][5]. 

 

      
 
Figure 1 . Left: turbulence sensor (5-hole probe) designed at Enac. Right: Propeller / wing interaction study in front of the Windshape                     
system (wind and turbulence generator) 

 

These objectives will be experimentally validated on real drones using the open-source            

UAV system Paparazzi [6] developed at ENAC and the Toulouse-Occitanie Drone Arena            

located on Enac campus. In addition, the outdoor flight testing will be help at Onera UAV                

test field at Esperce near Toulouse. 
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The UAV Program of the French Civil Aviation        
University (ENAC) has a long experience in developing        
mini and micro UAV systems. Its work is also focusing          
on drone insertion into airspace, command and       
estimation, airframe optimisation. It is one of the main         
contributors of the Open-Source Paparazzi UAV      
project. 
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The DTIS (Information Processing and Systems      
Department) conducts, among others, study and      
research related to methods and tools to address the         
growing complexity in modeling, analyzing, processing      
and controlling dynamical systems.  
 

Work program 
The work program for the three years of the thesis is the following: 

1. State of the art on hybrid UAVs. Modeling of the aircraft, actuators and sensors, in particular                

the response to wind gusts with a test-bench model. 

2. Command law synthesis for a tilt-wing UAV in turbulent environments. Robust or adaptive             

techniques shall be considered to overcome the uncertainties and strong non-linearity of the             

models. 

3. Evaluation of the command laws in realistic situations, either in indoor controlled area or with               

outdoor flight testing. 

 

Candidate profile 
The candidate should have a Master of Science (or equivalent) with a strong level in dynamic                

control, if possible applied to aeronautics. 

Additionally, competencies in uav systems, model plane manufacturing or computer science would            

be an additional asset. 

A good English level is also required. 
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Availability 
Expected starting date: beginning of October 2020, 3 years contract 
The candidate will be hosted at the UAV Lab at ENAC. 
This thesis is funded by the ONERA-ISAE-ENAC Research Federation. 
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